
Early Writing 

Some Activities to Use at Home to Promote Writing 

 

Shaving Cream Writing 

 

***Note that this is a printing activity and not a “writing” one.  It 

reinforces the rote skill of forming letters which will help them 

when they get to the “writing” of their own work.*** 

 

Get a placemat or cookie sheet and a bit of shaving cream.  

Spread the shaving cream on the mat or sheet.  Have your child 

write his/her name, letters and words in the shaving cream with 

his/her finger.  (Be sure to encourage children to form letters 

from the top down, and whenever appropriate, have them use 

lower case (small) letters.) 

 

Retelling of Stories Using Puppets 

 

***This activity is meant to help your child develop knowledge of 

the elements of story (i.e. characters, setting, events, etc.).  It is 

important that children have a strong knowledge of story before 

they sit down to “write” so that they have a broad range of ideas 

and knowledge to base their later writing on.*** 

 

Read a favorite story with your child.  Encourage him/her to draw 

pictures of the characters in the story.  Have your child cut out 

his/her pictures and staple them to a straw or popsicle stick.  You 

then have some “puppets” your child can use to retell the story.  

It is great fun and children love it!!! 

 

 

 

 



Dictate a Story 

 

***Note that this activity is meant to give children a break from 

having to do the “writing” of their own story.    Use it from time 

to time because it will help them get out what they want to say 

quickly and easily.  It will help them develop the feeling of being 

an “author” without having to put pencil to paper, which for many 

children is a difficult and time consuming task.   It is an activity 

for idea building and is a great confidence booster.  It will help 

them get “turned on” to writing and help them see that writing 

has a purpose. *** 

 

Give your child a piece of paper or “shape book” (see sample you 

were given).   

 

Talk to your child about some possibilities for writing topics.  

Topics might include retelling a favorite story, a picnic or day trip 

you have had as a family, something neat that happened on the 

weekend, a favorite birthday, a factual book about dinosaurs or 

insects, a story your child has made up his/herself, etc. 

 

Ask your child to draw “pictures” on the page/pages that “tell the 

story”.  Then, ask your child to “read” the story for you.  As your 

child “reads” his/her “story”, write down word for word what 

s/he says under the picture.   

 

Voila!  Your child is both illustrator and author!  Celebrate…  jump 

up and down…  encourage your child to share his/her “stories” 

with visitors or take it to school.  (We will certainly do the “happy 

dance” here!!!) 

 

 

 



Beginning Printing Books 

 

***Note that this activity works on the rote skill of forming 

letters and is not “writing”.  Remember to keep the skills 

separate and do not expect your child to focus on perfect 

“printing” while working on a creative “writing” project.*** 

 

There are many commercial printing books available in 

supermarkets, bookstores and teacher stores.  Many children love 

to work in these and will “eat them up” so to speak.  If your child 

seems to enjoy this activity, purchase some booklets and 

encourage him/her.  If s/he seems to resist and doesn’t want to 

work on the activity, don’t push your child.  Encourage him or her 

from time to time, but do what you can to trust that when s/he is 

ready it will happen.   

 

If your child is resisting picking up a pencil to “print” numbers or 

letters, s/he probably needs work on fine muscle coordination.  In 

this case, please refer to the list of fine muscle activities handed 

out.  Often when the finger muscles develop fully enough, 

children will begin printing with a fervor!   

 

In addition to working on fine muscle coordination activities (if 

your child is not ready to use a pencil and paper), you can use the 

salt tray, playdough or shaving cream activities outlined earlier to 

get them learning about how letters are formed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Magazine Stories 

 

***Note that this activity is meant to give children an 

opportunity to have a break from having to always do the 

“writing” of their own stories, much like the strategy called 

“Dictate a Story” outlined earlier.*** 

  

Collect some magazines.  Have your child cut out a picture of 

interest and encourage him/her to dictate a story to you.  Write 

the story down for your child word for word.  When your child is 

finished, don’t forget to do the celebration and that “happy 

dance” talked about earlier!!!   

 

 

Tracing Letters 

 

***Note that this activity works on the rote skill of “printing” 

and is not a writing activity.  Please don’t expect your child to 

concentrate on carefully forming letters when s/he is doing the 

“invented” or “temporary” spelling discussed in your handouts.*** 

 

Use the alphabet flash cards sent home in the first “Learning 

Together” session (the ones that we encouraged you to outline 

with glitter glue.)  Have your child trace the letters with their 

fingers.  Remember to have your child begin at the top when 

forming letters. 

 

 

 


